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About This Game

Jet Ant mixes a classic platforming with a simulation of a 2D jet/rocket hovering to move around and achieve a goal of reaching
level's end with a maximum points collected. Points are calculated by adding the remaining fuel and collected coins.

Develop your own tactics. Should you not deviate from your path to save fuel? Or are you skilled enough to gather more coins
by investing extra fuel and return with a profit? Be careful on your journey, because Jet Ant's flying machine is homemade, it
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leaks slightly and can explode if hit it too hard.

You can customize your flying machine and experiment with your game style.

Game Features:
Unique and skill demanding movement mechanism.

Steam achievements.
Challenging levels.

Cartoon style graphics.
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Title: Jet Ant
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TK
Publisher:
TK
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: Intel Core i3 3227U or AMD E2-1800 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HM76 Express or AMD integrated equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space

English
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=68SnmjzyAnQ

Here is a video review. Plays well and has no bugs I have found. Great fun and would recommend it full-heartedly! More games
please energy milk :). hey whats that you did really well and went to play on endless mode? whats that brah? oh man sorry brah
the game crashed brah! thats 2 hours of progress down the drain brah! hope you dont mind brah!. I have lots of memories of this
game (and the first one) from my childhood. I don't want to spoil anything about the plot but I will say it's probably not what
you'll expect.

PROS:
Perfect difficulty level for almost everyone, from kids to adults. Not too easy, but not too hard, although it gets harder as you
progress.
Better graphics and sound than the first one (not that the first one was bad, it's just older)
Added mechanics like jumping out of the water to eat bugs and do flips
Doesn't take up too much memory

CONS: Replay value admittedly isn't super high. There's no achievements or anything like that. I used to play it for hours when I
was a kid, though.
...That's about it. I think it's pretty quality for what it is. That being said, I do recommend waiting for it to go on sale.. A fun
memory into the good ol' days of my com64c. Crashes petty often on win 8.1 system that has all the bells and whistles.. This is a
tentative recommend. Personally I think PM2 is better, the endings here seem much shorter and it just feels less complex than
PM2. However, all that isn't the reason for the tentative recommend. The major issue appear to be in translating/porting this to a
modern computer. Text can advance far too quickly to read for example. From the youtube video I saw of their port of PM2 the
problem is with more than just the PM3 port.

What concerns me about supporting these localizations is that everything I have seen of the PM2 port indicates that the
translation is worse than SoftEgg's. Though the MS-Dos version could also run into text speed issues on computers more
advanced than it was designed to run on.

That said I told myself way back when I played a copy of the leaked SoftEgg localization that I would support these games if
they got an english release. So that is what I have done. Even if I don't play PM2 again, though I should just so I can compare
the localizations, the simple fact is I got plenty of hours out of it a decade and half? ago. So this is me paying up now that there
is someone to take my money.. Looks kind of dull and a holo rip off, but I enjoyed Breakout so thought why not and bought it.
Wow, it is nothing like Holo (which is also good), great graphics and the gun changes (exact same as the gun in Budget Cuts if
you have played that). Highly recommend this game! It is a lot better than it seems, and to be honest VR games are hard to
convey in pics\/videos :)
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The gun is underwhelming, being a bad hybrid between an assault rifle and an LMG. It sacrifices 200 ammo, 100 magazine and
a lot of ammo pickup just so you can aim down sights. The meat of this pack is the anarchist perk deck, reducing your max
health but massively increasing armor, up to 400 with the ICTV. Great for deathwish and one down difficulties if you prefer
armor over dodge, but you need to play aggressive for your armor to regenerate.
Sydney as a character is up to personal preferance.. This is a cool little game that's worth getting if you have a dk2. The arcade
game within the game is pretty challenging as well (those flies must be on roids). I'm not sure why I'm trapped in a creepy
basement room and why I have telekinetic powers. Probably for the safety of others. Hopefully this gets explained one day.
Definitely something to have when you want to show off your dk2 to friends.
I got it on sale for .99 but even at 2.00 its worth picking up.. Steep learning curve, but once you get past that, it's an immense joy
to play. There's a wiki for this game, I suggest you have a look at it - or the game's manual before playing. Otherwise, it's
extremely fun. The best video game of them all!. A very challenging twitch platformer. Love the old school arcade feel and the
addicting gameplay.. Tiny Brains is an excellent co-op puzzle game that I think anyone can enjoy. It's not portal, but it's still an
excellent game, what really makes this game shine is when you play it with a bunch of friends- and that's the point. If you're
going to solo play this, I think your time is better spent, but as a co-op game its definitely a great experience to test friendships
working out puzzles, since each person is handed a single tool in your toolkit.

My only complaint about the game is that I wish there were more puzzles, DLC is likely in the future, but even so when my
friends and I did our first playthrough it only took us 90 minutes- there are some challenge modes, which are definitely great to
extend it's lifetime, as let me tell you, working together with 3 other people to keep the ball on the endless rotating pillar is
pretty exhillarting and full of suspense, and when you do fail you just try to do it better again.

Finally, I will say this, the game is available on the PS4, and if you have one I would reccomend you get this game for the PS4
instead. The game's strength is as a couch co-op\/party game. Its easy to play, it's kid friendly (if you're wondering) and the
single player mode just honestly doesn't bring the same entertainment playing it with friends is. As of this moment, I think this
is the best party game to get for a PS4, definitely something to grab if you were looking for a reason to invite your buddies over
to play your PS4 with you.. The new scenario is quite difficult to win although I find it fun. Well worth every penny for those
who want a real challenge.. Yet again I was lucky to stumble on another gem of a niche games. Was very intrigued by the game
plot, and sacrifice/traitor mechanics, when watched the trailer for handeld console many years ago. Was even thinking of buying
handheld to play it along with some other exclusives, but as the time goes, more and more handheld exclusives find their way to
PC platfrom, for which i'm really grateful. Overall very enjoyable game for those who like good plot, and JRPG's in total.
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